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1. How does sound travel?

Sound is energy, created by vibrations, transmitted through the air in sound waves.

2. What are two negative consequences of poor sound absorption?

In educational settings, high reverberation times increase listening difficulties for children, while in workplaces they 
contribute to cognitive stress and corresponded with poor levels of self-reported employee health and wellbeing.

3. What are the ways that sound interacts with other objects, such as a blind, curtain, window or table?

When sound comes into contact with other an object, it either passes through the object (which is known as 
transmission), is reflected by the object (reflection), or is absorbed by the object (absorption).

4. What is the difference between what is commonly referred to as ‘noise reduction’ and ‘sound absorption’?

Noise reduction involves reducing the amount of noise coming into a building or room, while sound absorption 
involves using material to absorb the sound from within the room.

5. In Australia and New Zealand, what are the relevant regulations relating to acoustic design?

AS/NZS 2107:2016 “Acoustics—Recommended design sound levels and reverberation times for building interiors”.

6. Explain the benefits of acoustic blinds and curtains as compared to acoustic panels.

While both provide excellent sound absorption, acoustic panels are typically added after an acoustic problem 
has been discovered. As such, they tend to not fit with the design aesthetic. In contrast, acoustic blinds and 
curtains are design-first solutions that deliver premium looks and styles.

Competency Codes: Project initiation and conceptual design PC 24/PC 28/PC 33, Detailed design and 
construction documentation PC 46 
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